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Temporary SIUE Congress meets to
discuss the future of the university
KYLE STEPP
Alestle Reporter

~

~
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In order to discuss how budget cuts will impact the university,
the SIUE Congress met at noon
Friday; Nov. 6 in the Morris University Center Conference Center.
In light of recent budget cuts,
SIUE has decided to hold a series
of meeting to address the effects
of the budget cuts and maintaining the future of the university.
The meeting was comprised of
the Faculty Senate, Staff Senate,
Srudent Government, Graduate Council, University Planning
and Budget Council, University
Quality Council, vice chancellors,
deans and directors.
Interim Chancellor Stephen
Hansen said the university needs
to address the financial situation
of the instirution and the state.
"We started losing significant
state funding around the time of
the recession in 2008. The roles
of the state funding and tuition
from students have since changed.
State funding used to pay for 70
percent of a student's education,
an..i tuition covered the remaining 30 percent. Srudents now
pay around 60 percent of the cost
of their education, and the state
pays 40 pc::rcent," Hansen said.
Hansen also said any more
cuts could be detrimental to S1UE's academic process and the
set of meetings will help focus the
university's future plan of action.
"Overall, we haven't raised
tuition at the same rate in which
the state has cut funding. The
los of funding has put us in a
position that any more cuts will
impact the quality, breadth and
depth of our programs. As a consequence, we concluded that we
had to face some very difficult
decisions regarding our direction
and priorities," Hansen said.
The meetings will not only
help the university as a whole,
but also the incoming chancellor,
who will be appointed in 2016.
Hansen said it is vital for the new
chancellor to know the direction
;ind the priorities of the students,
faculty and staff see for the university.
"I am an interim chancellor,
and it i too presumptuous for me
to make a long-term plan when a
new chancellor will be coming in.
In the. e meetings, I am looking
for this institution to lay a strong
groundwork and to prepare the
way for when the next chancellor takes his or her position. I
want the new chancellor to come
in and know how the university
feels, becau e we will have already touched on these important
issues in this set of meetings,"
Hansen said.
Associate professor of management Timothy Schoenecker,
Hansen and the Steering Committee will review responses from
the first meeting and present them
at the beginning of the second
scheduled meeting. Schoenecker
said it is important to review re-

Student Trustee DIiion Santoni, University Housing Director Michael Schultz and other members of the SIUE Congress work together to answer questions
regarding future enrollment, tuition and academic programs within the university Friday, Nov. 6 In the Morris University Center Conference Center.
I Lashai Spencer/ Alestle

sponses and present them back
to the congress so a clear, concise
plan can be made.
"We will look at the feedback
from the first few questions, and
at the next meeting we will give
that back to the members and see
if we heard correctly. It will allow
us to make a more accurate plan
and make sure it aligns with the
majority view of the congress,"
Schoenecker said.
The room was broken up
into small tables with a single
number on each table. When the
congress members arrived, they
were given random numbers assigning them to a table.
Hansen said the groups were
randomized so members could
hear the opinions of not only
their organization, but also other
organizations represented at the
meeting.
"We want to avoid groupthink, but we also want to make
sure that all interests and perspectives are represented. It's important to have that mixture amongst
the whole congress to get a crucial range of ideas," Hansen said.
Once at a table, the congress
members were given information
on the presentation. There was
an iPad at the center of each table
that the group used to answer
any questions presented to the
congress. · There were five main
questions presented to the congress, and each question held several sub-questions that each table
discussed and answered cmough
their iPad. Each table's general consensus was then shown

on the projectors, so each table
could examine every other table's
thoughts and opinions.
In the first meeting, the congress discussed the first two questions and the other three questions will be addressed at the next
scheduled meeting.
The first question introduced
was: "'Should SIUE continue to
grow enrollment while operating
with fewer state resources?"
The first of the sub-questions, answered directly by the
groups, was: "What are three reasons why SIUE should grow and
three reasons why SIUE should
not grow?"
'
·
Most tables agreed revenue
was the most impo~ant reason to
grow, and expansion should follow growth.
One of the questions posed
was: "What are the implications
if SIUE decreases enrollment,
maintains enrollment, or increases enrollment?"
Most group discussion came
from increasing enrollment. Many
groups were concerned with the
space available for more students
and the classrooms needed. Another concern was the quality
of education, and if it would be
maintained with an increase in
students.
There was a widespread
agreement on more online classes, which would allow students to
learn and get credit without having to occupy a classroom.
I)ecreasing enrollment held
little discussion because many
groups found the i~ea of reduc-

ing enrollment to be detrimental
to the campus. Many jobs would
be lost, and a decrease in students
would halt the growth of the university.
The congress was also asked
a sub-question that assumed the
university agreed on growing
and asked what approach would
be best to service the mission of
SIUE's future. When presenting
the first question, the congress
was informed that recent studies have shown a decline of high
school graduates, and the trend
will continue until 2022.
Groups agreed the university
would have to take a different
approach, rather than focusing
the majority of recruiting efforts around high school seniors.
Groups answered with a variety of options. Some tables said
since there will be a decline of
high school students, the university needs to expand its graduate
and international programs and
increase options toward non-traditional students. Another table
proposed SIUE make more partnerships with community colleges and promote "2+2 programs,"
two years at a community college
followed by two years at a university.
Another question, proposed
to the congress was: "How
should SIUE establish its academic program priorities?"
A subquestion that was presented asked the congress why
the university needed to prioritize
academic processes.
Freshman Student Govern-

ment representative Eric Arnold,
of Alton, said his table agreed
SIUE would benefit from a
broader range of general education, which would allow students
to explore more tracks within
their degrees. Groups generally
agreed it is imperative for the university to develop a collaborative
and fair process to identify by.
The final sub-question asked
to the groups: ''What are the potential outcomes of a prioritization process?"
Again, most groups came
to the general consensus that refining and focusing SIUE's academic program would help support the mission and vision of
the university and help maintain
programs that might otherwise
be vulnerable.
Arnold said his group discussed a track for all students,
rather than the average full-time
student.
"Our group decided that the
university should develop a collaborative process that applies to
all students. Traditional, non-traditional, international students,
graduate students, and any other
type of students at the university.
Having a collaborative schedule
would give most srudents the
highest chance of success," Arnold said.
.
The next meeting will take
place at 12:30 p.m. on Friday,
Dec. 11 at the Conference Center
in the Morris University Center.
Kyle Stepp can be reached at
kstepp@alestlelive.com or
650-3525 .
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Becoming a better bystander:

Recent Vvorkshop helps students build intervention skills
JESSICA ORANIKA
Alestle Reporter

On Tuesday, N ov. 10, SIUE's
Counseling and Health Services
presented «It Starts With YO U:
Bystander Intervention Workshop." The event is part of an ongoing attempt to decrease sexual
assault and campus violence. The
workshop was created in an effort
to educate and inform students on
how to be engaged bystanders.
Director of Counseling Services James Linsin was the guest
speaker at the event. H e led with
a PowerPoint presentation full of
thought-provoking stories and
scenarios. The presentation was
very interactive as almost everyone in the room had a chance to
speak.
Linsin told stories and
showed examples of engaged bystanders who quickly intervened

when they noticed a wom an being raped and stories of o ther
bystanders who did nothing in a
similar situation because they assumed som eone else would do
something.
Another story that Linsin
told was about a ship, the SS
Californian, which was docked 10
miles away from the Titanic when
it sank. The ship's crewmembers
did no t investigatewhen the passenger liner began to shoot off
distress ~ignals. Another ship, the
RMS Carpathia, was much further away, but was determined to
help.
When the ship's captain noticed something was wrong, he
headed toward the Titanic, determined to help. The Carpathia took
a few hours to reach the Titanic,
but ended up saving 705- people
in the process. Linsin recited this
sto ry and a few others to demo n-

Strate the difference an engaged
bystander can make.
Freshman nursing major Macie Christisen, of Perryville, Mo.,
said this example stood out to her
the most.
"I thought the Titanic story
really related it because it showed
that [bystander intervention] is
not just about sexual assault. It
can be anything," Christisen said.
Christisen said she was surprised by some of the stories that
involved people who had a chance
to help, but did not.
"I was unaware of some of
the things that had actually taken
place. I didn't know much about
them, and it was kind of shocking to hear that people didn't do
anything about it; and they just
stood there and watched. It was
also surprising the amount of
people that get raped or sexually
assaulted ," Christisen said.

Thinking outside the box
SIUE PD receives pharmaceutical drop box
JESSICA ORAN IKA
Alestle Reporte r

Many peo ple do not know
the dangers of improper disposal
of expired o r unused prescription
m edication. Illino is American
Water and the D rug Free Com munities Coalition in M adison
County have partnered to rai c
awareness of the d angers . Their
goal is to help keep these medicines out of the hands of children
and out of our water supply. They
are purchasing and delivering
drop boxes for these prescriptions. SIUE received it's own a
few weeks ago. T he drop box is
located in the lo b by of the universities police station. SIDE Chief
of Police Kevin Schmoll said he
applied for the drop box himself.
"I learned about it as a part
of being on the Madison County
Drug Free Coalition. I wanted to
get it here for the university community: I applied through them,
they got it fo r me, and Illinois
American Water delivered it here
about two weeks ago. It was free
for us," Schmoll said.
T hrowing prescription drugs
awa); leaving them lying around
or flush ing them do vn t
ro· e
can , 1ck1 ne~,u1,·e consequence
chmoll ;ud m an) polic · ,tat on
ar startu 6 to receive the\e i.>o, ·c~
as a \\ ay to combat some of the l.
issues,
"They have them around
several police departments in
M adison County that are in [ the
Drug Free Coalition]. It's meant
to keep p rescription m edication
from being thrown away in the
trash, being dumped down the
sink into our water system and
to keep it out o f the hands of
child ren who can get very sick o r
even die if some of these prescription drugs get in t heir hands,"
Schmoll said.
Some people may t hink
flushing medicine down the sink
is a proper form of disposal but
Schmo ll says othenvise.
" W hen vou flush them, it
goes into the -water suppl)~ then n
goes to the waste _treatment center. The\' clean the water the best
they can but, from wlut I've been
told, even ,1fter aU of the process
of cleaning and sanitizing is done,
there arc still remnants of the
drugs compounds in the water,"
Schmoll said.
The drop boxes are for nearly
all prescription medication. Liquids and sharp, potentially harm-

The university received its own drop box, located in the lobby of the
police station, for students to dispose of pharmaceutical wastes.
I Christian K. Lee/ Alestle

ful objects are not permitted.
Schmoll said the box is under
24-hour surveillance but people
who make deposits will not be
questioned.
"Basically you can put anything in here other than sharp
needles or liquids. There's no
questions asked. You can come
in our lobby 24 hours a day and
put it into our drop box. Once it's
full, the Madison County sheriff
department comes by, loads everything up and takes it to a place
in Indiana that will incinerate
,111 the medicine that's in there,"
Schmoll said.
Freshman biology major
Alina Gonzalez, of Brookfield,
s,1id she thought the proper way
of disposing of medicine was to
throw .it away.
"I didn' t know there was a
whole process of disposing of it,"
Gonzalez said.
Freshman early childhood
education major Alex Ferrer, of
Fairview Heights, said she thinks

a lot of people are ignorant to the
p_roper way of disposing of medicine.
"I don't think most people
know the proper way to dispose
of medicine. I knew that you were
supposed to take it to a specific
place, but I didn't know it was at
a police station," Ferrer said.
Ferrer said she doesn't think
having drop boxes at police stations is accommodating for most
people.
"It's kind of out of the way.
It would be more convenient if it
was at the pharmacy that you buy
them at," Ferrer said.
According to Schmoll, a lot
more public buildings are starting to receive these drop boxes.
The fact that the boxes have to be
under 24-hour surveillance limits the places where they can be
kept. their unused medication if
they don't know where to find a
drop box.
Read more about drop boxes
online at alestlelive.com.

Linsin presented real life videos of altercations in which people
had a chance to intervene in different ways. In one video, a man
assaulted a woman while they
were on a crowded train. When
she tried to fight back, most people on the train did nothing except
look stunned.
A bystander, who did not
want to directly confront the
pair, purposely stumbled between
them and stood there eating
his food while pretending to be
oblivious. Once the other people
on the train noticed what the man
was doing, they intervened as
well. Many other voices began to
speak up instructing the man to
leave the woman alone and get off
the train. Linsin showed the video
to show that there are other ways
to intervene without directly addressing the aggressor or victim.
Freshman nursing major

Jo rdan Schaal, of Farina, said
she liked the videos because the,
showed it is acceptable to tak~
action in a situation you m ay be
unsure of w hat to do or what is
gomgon.
"I thought the video clips he
showed were really interesting because you could see real life events
and how everything unfolded. It
shows that taking an initiative is
okay," Schaal said.
The Pow erPoint presentation
was very informative with many
shocking statistics and examples
of people who stood around and
did nothing when others were
being hurt around them. There
were also examples of exemplary
by standers who went above and
beyond and helped save lives in
the process.
Read more about "It Starts With
YOU" at alestlelive.com.

University breaks ground for
on-campus fire statio n
JESSICA ORANIKA
Alestle Reporter

SIUE will soon receive a new
addition to its campus - a self-run
fire station. Edwardsville Fire Chief
Rick Welle said the motivation for
building a fire station on campus
is to help decrease response times
for both fire and ambulance calls.
All members of his staff are trained
as both career firefighters and fully
Licensed paramedics. This means
getting them there as soon as possible could help save someone's
life.
"The idea behind the service
is to cut down the response time.
Response time is everything. We
provide fire, EMS and full-transport ambulance services. Right
now we're having to come from
one of our two existing stations.
Our response times are well over
five minutes, which is unacceptable
for us. We want to have a presence
closer to the campus," Welle said.
Welle said the idea for a new
station is not a new one. University
officials and the City of Edwardsville have considered adding a station for almost 25 years.
"This is a project that we've
been looking toward for mam
years. This has been looked at a~
far back as 1991. When it was first
looked at, it was just somethmg to
be considered as a long-term project," Welle said . "Basicall}~ when
they were ready to move forward
with the planning, the economy
went in the tank. That put everything on hold for a couple of years
as all municipalities as well as the
campus were trying to pull out of
the tailspin of the economic environment."
The most recent plan to add
the station began about fiveyears
ago. Some of the issues they ran
into were staffing issues, and of
course, budget problems. Welle
said the station has to be manned
by at least two people at all times
and so far, he only has enough employees to man Edwardsville's m·o
existing stations full-time.
"I've got eno ugh staffing ro
staff two stations, and now I'll ha \·e
three. Because the station is staffed
24 [hours a day], seven [days a
week] , I'm going to have to add a
minimum of six personnel to m y
staff just to have my minimum of
two people at this campus station
at all times. We hope to have more
there - sometimes three. It will be
a while before we get to a staffing

The fire station will be located on
Northwest Road off New Poag
Road, on the northwestern edge of
campus.
I Brian Munoz/ Alestle

level of four," Welle said.
Welle said the &chool's budget
situation is having an impact on
the project, but a couple of years
ago, the City of Edwardsville put
in place their own measurements
to help raise the 2.8 million dollars
needed for the project.
"This project is right around
$2.8 dollars· specifically for just the
building. Two point eight million
dollars doesn't just doesn't fall out
of the skr In 2013, the city passed
a special sales tax in the city that
was specifically earmarked for
public safety projects," Welle said.
"The chool\ budget does affect us
in that we are looking for an anlh!il! p I me1 t that would hdp with
, ome ,ta ring issues, but the city is
roO\ ng hc.1 regardles :•
1.m
student
m dudmg ~ernor biology major icole
Brueggemann, of St Louis, said
the fire station would make them
feel safe r.
"I think it would be a good
idea just becau~e it would provide
mo re safety on campus. I think it's
a good cause," Brueggenarm said.
Senior biology major Alexa
Kinney, of Effingham, who has
worked as an EMT, said she thinks
the new fire station is a great idea.
"I think that it's a really great
idea. It would be cool to have
shorter response times. I think it
would be a great place for students
to maybe eYen internship or have
jobs there too," Kinney said.
, \'elle said he is excited that
the pro1cct is finally about to begin.
''.A lot of work. had to be done
to get us to the point \\'here we are
nm," \\die said. 'Tm happy to
sa~ .ill those things have been taken
care of and we're fi nally looking at
having a station right around the
start of the 2016-17 school year,"
Welle said.
Jessica Oranika can be reached
at joranika@alestlelive.com or
650-3525.
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An officer issued a written
warning for one headlight and
expired registration. The offense
occurred on North Universitv
Drive at P3 Road.
'
An officer responded t<, Lo.:
SA regarding a male who sm:•
t:.1ined injuries after falling from
moving vehicle. The male was
transported to Andei;son H ospital by an Edwardwille ambulance. T he Edwardsville Police
Department located the vehicle.
Efua Richard on was issued a
State citation for reckless driving
nd released on a notice- to appear.
An officer responded to the
Studt:nt Fitness Center to retrieve a lost wallet.

A written wanting was issued for speeding 39 mph in a
25 mph $peed 7...one on North
University Drive at P3 Road.

An officer located an unattended backpack. The officer
contacted the owner at 515
Cougar Village and returned the
backpack.
An officer took a report of a
hit and run in Lot 9.

An officer responded ' t0
an active fire alarm at the 512
building of Cougar Village. The
alarm was caused by a flat iron.
~o smoke.; damage or :fire '¥as
:reported.
·

Offkcn responded to the
cafeteria regarding an argtm1ent
between several snidents. Upon
arrival, office rs \vere unable to
locate any of the subjects.
A subject came to the SlUE
Polic~ Department regarding an
incident that occurred on Saturda '. The officer advised this sub~
ject was the injured party from
the incident.
An officer wok a report of
damage tu a vc-hidc while it wa
parked at the Alton Camp11Sc,

11-2-15

A written warning was issued for using .an electronic communication device while driving
on North Universirv Drive at
orth pxcie Drive. •

I.:ee Sims was arrested for
possession of cannabis. He was
transported to the SIUE Polia:
Department where he was pro•
cessed and released with a notice
to appear.
·An qfficer took a report of
sexual miscon.dttct that occurred
over the Wl.'t.'kcnd at Evergreen
Hall. The ca<;e is w1der investi-

_gation.
Officers responded for an
active fire alarm at the 428 building ofCougarVillage. The alarm
was found to be cooking related.
o smoke, fire ot damage was
reported.

An officer took report of a
vehicle that had been egged in
Lot 4E The officer advised there
was no.damage to the vehicle.

Officers arrc::;ted Kevon .K.

The Gardens at SIUE continues to thrive with
little use of harmful pesticides
KENDRA MARTIN
Alestle Reporter

According to Best College
Reviews, the Gardens at SIUE
has been ranked 43rd in the top
50 Most Beautiful College Arboretums in America.
Sophomore businesses maJOr ia Willis, of Chicago, said
the Gardens at SIUE is a very
relaxing and beautiful place to
visit.
"I went to the Gardens once
and it was a beautiful sight to
see," Willis said. "It was just nice
to see all of the beautiful flowers that the Gardens had to offer,
and I will definitely want to visit
again."
SIUE Gardens' supervisor
and groundskeeper Dan M ueller
said his duties include managing
the turf and ensuring the Gardens arc manicured .
Mueller said although he appreciates the sustainability of water at SIUE, recycling could be
improved.
"I've noticed a real reluctance
to recycle," Mueller said. "I see
a lot of cardboard in the dumpsters, so I wouldn t give them a
real high mark on recycling, but
I will give [them] credit for water sustainability. There are water

refill stations, and I see those in
the different buildings. Students
arc also using refillable bottles, so
they are doing their part."
Mueller said there arc limited chemical applications used
in the Gardens.
"We don't use weed stuff for
turf," Mueller said. "We do however apply some over-the-counter
stuff [such as] Roundup for the
sidewalk. Some are inorganic,
but they are not the most potent,
and we do not really spray a lot
of pesticides."
Mueller said they found that
the pesticides they choose to use
positively impact the plants they
want to keep.
"We have a reputation of
not applying a lot of chemicals,"
Mueller said. "I will say that we
were approached by a local to
add very little pesticides to expand their beehives bccau e we
don't spray a lot of pesticides.
The honeybees reacted to it and
are thriving here because we do
not spray a lot to kill the clover. "
Mueller said everything
they apply in the SIUE Gardens
is over-the-counter household
spray because it has low potency
and has to be cleare~ for application to ensure it is not going to

harm anyone or anything.
"We have a vast amount
of pest control. If the public is
walking through a hornet nest
... we have to spray and kill that
nest," Mueller said. "-We do spray
where people are coming in contact."
However, Mueller said the
Gardens at SIUE uses a rotten
egg spray as a way to prevent the
geese and deer from eating the
plants. Even if the animals ate
the sprayed plants, it would not
harm them.
Muller said the litter in the
Gardens could affect them in a
harmful way, however.
"The litter blows aero
onto our property. We manage
only 35 acres, and if someone
throws trash, we have to pick it
up," Mueller said. "The facility
does a good job of maintaining
trash can , but it is up to the pedestrian and people to not litter.
The wind is going to blow the
trash somewhere it shouldn't be,
so that i why we have three trash
can for the visitors to put their
trash in."
Kendra Martin can be reached a t
kmartin@alestlelive.com or
650-3525 .

Heard for unlawful possession
of cannabis and transported him
to the SIUE Police Departqient
where he was. booked and p~
cessed. Heard was released on a
notice to appear. Heard was also
issued an interim see~ration let~
tet; escorred to Prame Hall ,to
.co llect some of his belongings
and then escorted otf campus.
There was · an active fire
alatm at the 402 building ;bf
Cougar Village. Homing was
notified. The alarm was activated
by C<X>king and reset.
A state citation was issued
to Dion Tyler for disobcving the
stop sign at University Park and
U niversity Drive.
A written warning was is~
sued for speeding 56 mph in a
45 mph speed wne and for one
headlight on South University
Driv<; at Stadium Drive.

In an effort to uphold the university's mission for sustainability, the Gardens are manicured with low-potency
pesticides.
I Christian Sykes/ Alestle

SIUE's student newspaper, The Alestle, wins
national coltege journalism award for its 2015
'Back To School Survival Guide'
T he Alestle, Sou thern Illinois University Edwardsville's
student newspaper, recently-won
a national award during the 94th
annual Associated Collegiate
Press/College Media Advisers
National College Media Convention in Austin, Texas.
The Alestle placed fourth in
the ACP Best Of Show - Newspaper Special Edition category.
The field of competitors was
wide open and not broken down
by school size or freq uency; any
and all schools and their news
o rganizations competed in the
same category.
Criteria the judges from the
Associated Collegiate Press and
College Media Association considered were the topic of the special issue, quality and quantity of
coverage, overall design, photos
and quantity of advertisements.
Editor-in-Chief
Mady

Manager Lauren Lowe and Program Director Tammy Merrett
were also present.
The Alestle competed against
many collegiate newspapers from
across the country, including top
student newspapers such as the
Ariwna Daily Wildcat at the
University of Ariwna, Tucson;
The Pendulum at Elon University in North Carolina; The Tulane
Hullabaloo at Tulane University
in ew O rleans; the Mustang
News at California Polytechnic
State University; The Auburn
Plainsman at Auburn University in Alabama; The Shorthorn
at the U niversity of Texas, Arlington; the University Press at
Florida Atlantic University; Flo rAla at the University of North
Alabama; and The All State at
Austin Peay State University in
Tennessee.
"This year's award in the
ACP Best of Show competition for The Alestle is particu-

O'Reilly accepted the award on
behalf of the entire staff. Lifestyles Editor Caitlin Lally, Sports
Editor Dani Wilson, Graphics

larly sweet. We never expected
to win and were very happy,
especially since the staff we had
at the confCJa1Ce all contributed

ALESTLE STAFF
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to the work that was honored,"
Merrett said. "We were competing against large schools,
small sch<X>ls, schools with daily
newspapers and schools that
only publish a couple of times a
month, schools with full-fledged
journalism programs and those
with small mass communications
programs; so, the fact that we
stood out in such a wide field is a
great honor and testament to the
hard work that The Alestle staff
put into their newspaper."
The Alestle has placed everal times in recent years in national Best of Show competitions
at the fall National College Media Convention in the Four-Year
Weekly Tabloid , Large School
Website and Special Edition
categories. The publication has
been a recent American Scholastic Press winner and regularly
wins several awards in the annual
Illinois College Press Association
contest as well.
The Alestle staff can be reached
ct news@alestlelive.com or
650-3525.
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Starbucks wields red cups for 'war on Christmas'
There is a lot of hubbub
on the Internet this week about
Starbucks' decision to elinlinate
winter references from its annual
red holiday cups. Since 1997,
Starbucks has featured warmhearted designs such as snowflakes or hand-drawn reindeer
that customers adore.

Alestle Staff Editorial

I

After seeing numerous
social media images and posts
of customers drawing on their
traditional white cups, Starbucks
wanted to encourage creativity
by providing them with a blank
holiday canvas. Although the
company is straying away from
classic designs, there are good
intentions behind the cups.
Although the tradition is
understood, some are crying way
too much over spilled coffee.
Bloggers are blowing up the
Internet over the disappearance
of the cutesy little doodles on
the Starbucks cups, and threats
are being thrown around social
media that Starbucks is proclaim-

ing a "war on Christmas." When
customers are asked for their
names after ordering, they tell
the baristas their name is "Merry
Christmas" so it is written on
their cups.
Quite frankly, it is ridiculous
to assume someone or something
is against a holiday or religion
solely based on the fact they
choose not to publicize it. The
radicals who have boycotted
Starbucks over the red cup controversy have clearly missed the
entire point of the holiday season, which is not strictly centered
around one faith-based group.
It's also important to note
that even if Starbucks' previous
red cup designs incorporated
winter themes, they never once
depicted Jesus or any other specific aspect of Christianity.
One could argue ornaments
and Christmas trees are symbols
of Christmas, but these holiday
symbols have no actual ties to
biblical events. Christmas trees,
ornaments, candy canes and other
well-known holiday symbols are
commercialized representations

of the season. In fact, they have
no true ties to Christianity, other
than being widely adopted by
Christians.
There was never a manger, a
nativity scene, or even a cross on
a Starbucks' red cup.
While some may devote
themselves to being martyrs of
the holiday, proclaiming on their
deathbed "Keep Christ in Christmas," who's to say the designers of the cu p before this year
of minimalism were or are even
Christian?
In today's society, with the
conglomeration of individuals
that exist cohesively within the
United States, we need to be
more mindful when taking into
consideration the values of others
and stop asswning that everyone is the same. Not everyone is
Christian in America, and it's not
a requirement, so why are we so
caught up witl1 who is affiliated
with what?
Furthermore, Christianity is
about far more than the decoratfve aspetts of Christmas. Facebook has been full to the brim

with Christians taking a bold
stance on Starbucks and its enterprise, taking attention away from
issues that have merit. Perhaps
followers of Jesus - who, by the
way, flipped tables over marketing ploys and chose to instead
spend his time helping the poor
and homeless - should focus on
the upcoming cold weather and
the nwnerous people who will
face winter without warmth or
food.
Or, we could focus our energy on considering the environmental impact of one-use cups. If
you don't agree with Starbucks,
use your disgruntledness to help
the environment by bringing
your own reusable cup.
There are far more worthwhile controversies to fill our
social media feeds, and our brains
with than doodles on a coffee
cup. Research a new pressing issue today, and instead of advocating for an ornamented tree on
a disposable cup, advocate for
something meaningful.
Read more staff editorials at
alestlelive.com.

Studen ts hung ry for action , dema nd results
After a slew of racist and
homophobic events, the University of Missouri System President Tim Wolfe's passivity was
brought into light.

Marissa Eversman
Alestle Copy Editor
On Monday, Nov. 2, Mizzou
graduate student Jonathan Butler
began a hunger strike due to his
dissatisfaction with Wolfe, who
has occupied the position since
Feb. 15, 2012.
Students pay to attend a
university; under no circwnstances should they ever feel
victimized while there.
According to NBC News,
a swastika was drawn in human feces on a dormitory wall,
and little was d one about it. A
dormitory is where students live,
where students should feel free
to be themselves, but instead,
they're being m ade uncomfortable in their own hom e. Butler's
strike was specifically in response
to Wolfe's lack of action toward
racist incidents such as this that
took place at the university.

Gary Pinkel, Mizzou's head
football coach, recently com mented on his players' response
to Butler's strike.
"The Mizzou Family stands
as one. We are united. We stand
behind our players. #ConcernedStudentl950 GP," Pinkel
tweeted from his verified Twitter
account.
Over 30 black football players refused to play until Wolfe
was removed, which generated
Pinkel's tweet. Pinke! said he
supported his players' actions,
going so far as to post a photo
of himself locking arms with the
players. Their upcoming practice
was also cancelled .
Butler had the support of
other students as well. In reference to the hashtag in Pinkel's
tweet, a group of students called
"Concerned Student 1950,"
joined Butler on Mizzou's campus.
In addition to the strike, the
students have also took to social
media. A Facebook link circulated from unitedmizwu.org that
allowed people to suJ:>mit a vote
of no confidence in President

Wolfe and Chancellor Loftin.
The form required your name
and affiliation with Mizzou.
Monday, Wolfe finally suci;:wnbed to the pressure and
announced his resignation. His
decision was likely in response
to the football team's refusal to
play. Pinke! and his team threw
Butler's strike into the public eye
more so than it already was.
Tragically, it took the actions
of a sports team to get results .
It's funny how people take notice
when a football game is at risk.
The football team never should
have had to get involved; nonetheless, it's great that they used
their influence to bring about a
positive outcome.
Wolfe said this is not the
way change should transpire. I
agree with him. Butler should
never have had to begin a hunger strike; the university should
have taken action long before
Butler felt a hunger strike was
necessary.
The university should have
realized Wolfe's faults before the
student body was made aware
of them. To prevent future oc-

currences, I'm sure Mizzou will
listen to its students and investigate racist and homophobic
.events more meticulously than
ever before.
People in positions of power
tend to get too comfortable the
longer they occupy the position; it is apparent a student had
done just that. Students should
never have to starve them elves
in order to get the university's
attention.
The university owes its
students consideration. And
while Wolfe resigned under circumstances that should not have
been necessary, it is amazing to
see what the student body can
accomplish as a whole.
The situation brings me to
think about how SIUE considers the voices of its students. I'd
like to think the majority of the
university's students, faculty and
staff are accepting people, and
a swastika drawn on a dormitory wall, especially made out
of human feces, would not be
ign o red.
To read more about the hunger
strike, visit alestlellve.com.
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MADISON O'BRIEN

Alestle Reporter

What is big, white and has four wheels? It
is none other than the MUC Truck.
The MOC Truck is a new mobile vehicle
that gives students on campus the opportunity
to have a unique dining experience like never
before.
Director of Dining Services Dennis Wobbe said he has been planning a campus food
truck for at least the past five years.
"We originally looked into purchasing
a very expensive, brand new food truck. We
went to a lot of different places and looked at
other food trucks and actually had a vehiclethat ·was owned by the department," Wobbe

, , I think this is going to be a great
opportunity to grow a whole new
venture within our department. I think
the students are going to love it, and
it is going to be a lot of fun.
Eric Ruhmann
Dining SeNices chef
said. "It was previously used as a delivery
truck, so we were actually able to work with
a local company that was able to make it into
a food truck. The expenses were very minimal
compared to purchasing a very, very, very expensive food truck."
Since the beginning of the year, Dining
Services has. been down several positions, so
in order to staff the food truck, new jobs had
to be created.
"Hopefully in the not-so-distant future,
we will have the truck staff~d, trained a9d
ready to roll out. We have come up with a lot

of great menus, but we want to try out different things and experiment," Wobbe said.
According to Wobbe, the first time the
truck goes out and about, the featured menu
item will be barbecue.
Wobbe said the truck not only benefits
students by bringing meals to them, but it also
will potentially determine where more food
options could be placed on campus.
"We hope the truck will help us figure
out where '3.dditio!!al dining service locations
should be placed, seeing where the traffic is,
and if this goes well, there might be plans for
another food truck since we did not spend
much on this one," Wobbe said.
Dining Services chef Eric Ruhmann said
the menu for the MUC Truck is subject to
change and student input is valued.
"We could do tacos, grilled cheese sandwiches or soups arid salads. We have a lot of
different ideas. It could be all vegetarian, or
whatever, you want," Ruhmann said. "We expect a lot of student feedback. We may even
have to tailor the menu based on where we
are parked that day, such as maybe it could be
an all breakfast thing if we park in the parking
lots."
According to Ruhmann, all the food will
be fresh straight from the truck.
"We have our own smoker in the truck,
and the meat is in house, so all that stuff is
done by us right here in the kitchen, not premade," Ruhmann said. 'Tm super excited. I
think this is going to be a great opportunity to
grow a whole new venture within our department. I think the students are going to love it,
and it is going to be a lot of fun."
Ruhmann said he expects the truck to
be very popular among students, and said he
thinks the truck will see a lot of business.
"Food trucks are a hot thing, and they
have been for years . It fits the demographic. In
the MUC, it's a full building, and you can see

at lunchtime there's nowhere to sit in here anymore," Ruhmann said. "This was a solution
that I think helps out everyone. We can still
serve a maximum amount of students, with a
minimum amount of resources."
Freshman pharmacy major Maureen Dix,
of Herculaneum, Mo., said she is definitely excited about the food truck.
"The food downstairs gets old sometimes,
so I think this will be a nice change," Dix said.
"If it is cheaper than the food in the MUC, I
think it will see a lot more business, because
then not only is it convenient, but it is also
more appealing because it is less expensive."
When Dix thinks of food trucks, she said
she visualizes carnival food or sandwiches and
wraps, but said she also believes breakfast
would be really cool, because a lot of students
don't have time to eat in the morning.
"I would like to see the truck over by the
science buildings, because over by Peck there
is the Skywalk Cafe, and over by the science
buildings there is nothing there," Dix said.
Freshman dentistry major Lindsey Williams, of Cedar Hill, Mo., said she sees the
truck being most popular on the Stratton
Quadrangle or in the parking lots.
According to Williams, she thinks the
MUC Truck will be really popular at first because it is new, so people will want to know
what it is all about.
"I think it sounds pretty cool, and I would
definitely check it out. I would recommend
corn dogs, or would love to see them do bise1Iits and gravy for breakfast," Williams said.
The MOC Truck is expected to open next
semester and will be available year round Monday through Friday from 10 a.m . to 2:30 p.m.
To get updates on their menu and locations, follow DineSIUE on Twitter, Facebook
and Instagram.
Madison O'Brien can be reached at
mobrien@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.
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MONTHLY EVENT INVITES
STUDENTS, ORGANIZATI ONS
TO NETWORK NOCTURNALLY

C HLOE RIC E

Alestle Reporter

During the da)~ the Morris University Center is bustling with bodies moving
to and from work and class, but at night,
especially on the weekends, it becomes a
ghost town . However, two minds have collaborated to use the space for a monthly
student gathering known as ''Late Night at
theMUC."
Once a month, the event is hosted in
the MUC's Goshen Lounge. According to
MUC Assistant Director Jamie Matthews,
this semester the event is held on Thursday
nights but will be changed to Fridays in the
spring due to scheduling conflicts.
"The event is a place student!> can
come to socialize, relax and just have fun. It
is a event that can be a substitute for other
activitie on the weekends that may not be
as healthy or safe," Matthews said.
Matthews said she tries to incorporate
different ideas for the night along with
program graduate assistant Ashley Ranun.
Ideas have ranged from a Goshen Coffee
House to a Halloween party.
Freshman nursing major Catie Weinman, of Glenview, said, "I went to the Halloween party hosted by Late Night at the
MUC with my friends, and we met a lot of
great people, some of whom had the same
majors as us. Overall, the event was a great
time."
According to Ramm, having students
meet new people whom they would not
have met before is an important goal ofthis
event. Ramm said one of her favorite parts
about organizing Late Night at the MUC
is being able to see students network and
get to know others they may have otherwise just passed by.

Stude nts gather In the Goshen Lounge to transform old T-shirts into tote bags at Late Night at the MUC Thursday, Sept. 10, 2015. The event
was planned with the help of the Student Organization for Sustainability, and other organizations are encouraged to get involved.
I Photo via Facebook

Although this event is put on for the
students, they can also have a say in the
event. Currently, Matthews and Ramm are
putting together a student committee for
the event. These students will be in charge
of social media, marketing and set-up for
the event, along with various other tasks.
Although the committee is already in
the process of being chosen, volunteers are
welcome and encouraged to come and help
with the event.
According to Ramm, offering networking opportunities and providing supplies is crucial to support students. For example, if a student-led organization would
like to co-host an event, supplies such as
food and set-up, such as chairs and tables

will be provided.
''It is important for student and student-led organizations to have [aJ voice
and to co-sponsor events," Ramm said.
In the spring, there is one month left
open with no activity or theme planned in
hopes of a student organization co-hosting
an event. The purpose of this month is for
students or student-led organizations to
create their own ideas for Late Night at the
MUC and network their organization.
There has been great turn out for these
events among all age ranges, according to
Matthews.
It is important to note that this event
is not just for freshmen trying to meet new
people; everyone is welcome.

Matthews and Ranun said they predict
the event to grow in the future.
Matthews said she encourages all students attend at least one Late Night at the
MUC that interests them.
''If it is a good experience for just a
few students, then we are successful," Matthews said.
The next Late Night at the MUC
event will be held at 8:30 p.m. Thursday
Nov. 19 in the Goshen Lounge. The theme
is Goshen Coffee House S'mores Giving
and will include a DIY coffee koozie project, hot chocolate and coffee, a s'mores bar,
live music and board games.
Chlo e Rice c a n b e reached a t
crice@a lestlelive.com or 650-3525.

s•udenis, facuNy arace •he s•aae
for •••h annual 'Dance jn Concer1'
JESSICA ORANIKA

Alestfe Reporter

After m onths of meticulous preparation, the Department of Theater and Dance is ready to show off its talent
and skill during its annual production of "Dance in Concert."
The upcoming show is a collaboration between faculty and students, featuring nine plays in total. Multiple
genres will be incorporated into the production including
ballet, modem and contemporary dance, among others.
Kristin Best-.Kinscherff, professor of theater and
dance, as well as the event's artistic director, said the nightly plays will all be unique concepts.
"'Dance in Concert' is performed by students - both
dance majors and other students from the university. They
will be performing a variety of works," Best-.Kinscherff
said. "Each work is its own separate play with its own cast,
concept and music. It doesn't correlate with anything else
in the concert. They are essentially nine different plays in
one evening."
Senior dance major ick Zobrist, of Highland, said
his work was chosen to appear in concert this year.
"Every year there's a student dance concert where
students get a chance to choreograph pieces. They pick
one student piece to go to the faculty show, and mine got
picked," Zobrist said.
According to Zobrist, students should attend 'Dance
in Concert'' to gain a little more exposure to the liberal
arts.
"It's entertaining. Yo u see a different side of art that
you may not have been exposed to before. It's awesome,"
Zobrist said.
Senior dance major Sterling Allen, of Peoria, will be
among the performers. Allen, who began dancing at the

A piece choreographed by Omar and Jenntter Olivas
entitled, "Ensconce" closes Act 1 of "Dance in Concert."
I Photo by Valerie Goldsten courtesy of Alyssa Tite

age of 3, said she believes it's important for the general
student body to receive exposure to the arts because students may not know they will enjoy them until they have
experienced them.
"People should come to the concert because it gives
them something else to do besides the norm. I think a lot
of people don't realize what the art students do on our
campus. It would definitely be nice for people to come out
and explore a different genre than what they're usually ex-

posed to," Allen said. "Everyone has their own perception
of dance. Seeing a p re-professional concept really expands
[one's] perception of dance. We do a lot of different styles
and variety of movement. This gives them a better view on
the field of dance in general."
Zobrist, who didn't begin dancing until he was 18
years old, said he didn't plan on becoming a dancer, but he
fell in love with the art form.
"I started dancing here at SIUE. I was a theater major
when I came in, [ and] I had to take a dance class for my
major. I took another [dance] class the next semester and
found myself looking forward to my dance classes more
than my theater classes. I decided to switch majors, and
here I am," Zobrist said.
Allen said students work extremely hard to bring the
production to SIUE. Auditions start as soon as the semester begins and rehearsals start shortly after.
"We have auditions in the beginning of the semester; all of the choreographers come. They watch, and they
choose the dancers that they want in their pieces. [Rehearsals] get really busy - [they] consume most of our
day. We're in rehearsal four to five hours a day, every day,'
Allen said.
Best-Kinscherff said she thinks people will enjoy the
entertainment if they attend the event. Similar to many
theater and dance productions, tickets are free for current
SIUE students with a valid student ID. The production
will be held at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 11 through Nov. 14, and at
2 p .m. Nov. 15 in the Dunham Hall Theater.
"'Dance in Concert' is always a great event. It's entertaining, thought-provoking and mesmerizing to watch,"
Best-Kinscherff said. <•It's a fun e,·ening to attend. If you
enjoy dance, then youll love 'Dance in Concert."'
Jessica Oranika ca n be reached at
joranika@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.
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Creating a legacy:

Cougars secure first ever M VC .title
DANI WILSON

Alestle Sports Editor

After spending 94 minutes in a scoreless tie, sophomore forward Devyn Jambga cored the game-winning goal with an
a sist from senior forward Jabari Danzy.
The goal and subsequent 1-0 defeat
of Loyola University earned the Cougars
their first Missouri Valley Conference regular eason title and the No. 1 seed in the
MVC tournament.
Head Coach Mario Sanchez said his
decision to play the two forwards at the
same time was a good choice when he
considered the short overtime period and
chance of victory.
"[Jambga and Danzy] are very similar players, and the pace of a college game
is so hectic that it's hard for forwards to
play a full 90 minutes," Sanchez said. "Our

than they were during the first 45 minutes
of play. They took a total of 11 shots on
goal while Loyola only took three.
"It was like two different games," Sanchez said.
The team's renewed competition came
after Sanchez met with the team at halftime, which Sanchez said was simply to
get the athletes to remember the Cougars'
goals and aspirations.
"At halftime, you have to make a quick
decision on what the guys need. Every
game is different. [The halftime talk] was
just a reminder of why we're playing," Sanchez said.
A theme of Sanchez's speech during
halftime was legacy, something Sanchez
said was one of the goals the athletes set
for themselves after only a few games.
"[Early in the season], we had a talk

' ' ... Part of a legacy is doing something that no
one else has done prior.
Mario Sanchez

philosophy generally is that they split the
game, but in overtime with a short amount
of time and an opportunity to win the
game, I thought it was the right decision."
Sanchez said victory i a challenge no
matter .where it comes from, and the Cougars' continued triumph comes from the
entire SIDE soccer community working
hard for a successful program.
''Winning is difficult. It's a fine line
between winning and losing. For me, I
t ruly value every win. Whether it's winning thi game or [against] Ea tern Illinois or a game against Oakland, it takes
a lot of work from everybody," Sanchez
said. "From the staff to the players to [the
support], it takes a lot of work. For me,
[there's] a lot of relief in it that the hard
work paid off."
According to Sanchez, the Cougars
began the game with hesitancy. They
took only two shots on goal compared to
Loyola's three.
''It's human instinct sometimes to
protect what you have, and that's the mode
[the team] fell into, being protective and
laying not to lose. It wasn't too much
s ccer, just a reminder of what we need to
do to be successful, and what has made us
~uccessful," Sanchez said.
After halftime, according to Sanchez,
the team came out completely different

about our objectives for the season. One
of the things they brought up was creating a legacy for their time here. I just reminded them that part of a legacy is doing something that no one else has done
prior," Sanchez said. ''No SIDE men's soccer team had won the regular season, so if
that's something they truly believe in, then
they have to go and pursue that and earn
it."
Sanchez said the victory gives them
an edge as they prepare for the conference tournament and their work ethic and
mindset will be crucial to the week.
''Having momentum going into the
conference tournament is critical. The belief - the attitude - as we go into this
final stage is critical," Sanchez said.
The SIDE community also honored
its seniors at the game Saturday. The senior.
athletes - defender Justin Bilyeu, forward
Garet Christianson, Danzy, defender Brett
Lane, midfielder/defender Paul Scheipeter,
and midfielder/defender Jacob Wieser received a framed picture to commemorate their time as Cougars. Sanchez said
the coaching staff wanted to ensure that
the seniors have something special to remember their time by.
''It's been a privilege and an honor to
have those guys represent the school, and
we wanted to make sure they have lasting

\

u

SIUE Men's Soccer Head Coach

'

Senior forward Jabarl Danzy celebrates the Cougars' win Saturday, Nov. 7.
I Christian K. Lee/Alestle

memorabilia for their time at SIDE," Sanchez said.
Sanchez said the coming days will
hold a lot of preparation for the athletes
and the Cougar coaching staff.
"It's about us preparing to be the
best that we can be. It's similar going into
games - whether it's the MVC semifinals
or preparing for any other team we've
played this year. It's all very similar. You
go through all the details, and prepare the
team the best you can," Sanchez said.
The Cougars will either repeat their
matchup against Loyola or face Missouri
State University - depending on the win-

ner of the first tournament game - in
their first MVC tournament game at 6
p .m. Friday, ov. 13.
Sanchez said the team and coaching
staff would like the Cougar community at
the game to support the team.
"It'd be great to have a huge student
fan base at the game. For the university,
for the athletic department, for the student
population, this is an opportunity to get
behind something and have a common
cause everyone's pulling for," Sanchez said.
Dani Wilson can be reached at
dwilson@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.

Harvest Run promises participants a sweet finish
KENDRA MARTIN

Alestle Reporter

The 7th annual SIUE Harvest Run
SK Run/Walk features several public activities, such as a pie baking contest and
bonfires. Attendees can also receive prizes
throughout the event.
There wµl be place awards for teams
in each event including family, corporate,
and running club divisions, as well as individual awards by age and gender. First
place finishers in each team division and
the overall male and female divisions and
the top three in all age divisions will receive an award.
There will also be a sweet touch ~to
the event, as runners will receive apple and
pumpkin pie at the finish line.
Mason Glick, assistant athletic direc-

tor for sales and marketing, said the Harvest Run started as a way to raise money
for the track and field and cross country
teams, since they are required to raise a
certain amount of money per year, but also
as a way to bring the community together.
"It first started as a way to showcase
our beautiful campus as well as get runners
from the Metro East area," Glick said. "It
was an event that we could have in the fall,
and it blossomed into something that people seem to look forward to every year."
Scott Block, men's track and field interim head coach, said the Harvest Run is
as a way to raise money for the cross country and track and field teams.
''It is a fundraiser for the track and
field and ·cross country' program," Block
said. "It has grown throughout the [past]
seven years since it started, and the public

seems to enjoy it."
Block said the Harvest Run is a good
way to get the community involved as well
as their sponsorships from local businesses
such as Run Well, Integrity Spine and Joint
Center, Underwood Chiropractic and
Anytime Fitness.
"Adding the pumpkin-throwing competition is definitely new for us, but we try
to add something new each year," Block
said.
Block said although there is a SK run/
walk, there will also be other activities as
well, such as face painting, pumpkin decorating, pie eating contests, music, awards
and prizes.
''After the race, student athletes make
pies, and they get really creative with that.
One year, someone made a bacor~ pie,"
Block said. "It is held in the evening, and

there is a different atmosphere since we arc
running through the forest, which is all
grass o it is different than any other 5Ks."
The cost to be a part of the SIDE
Harvest Run 5K Run/Walk is $100 for a
team of four or $30 per person. The 3-person Pass the Pumpkin Relay is $75.
Participants can register on the SIDE
cross country website by clicking the Harvest Run banner at http://www.siuecougars.com/sports/m-xc/index.
The 7th annual SIDE Harvest Run
SK Run/Walk is at 4 p.m. Nov. 14 at the
SIDE cross country course. Packet pickup
will take place Nov. 13 and 14 at RunWell
during normal business hours.
Kendra Martin can be reached at
kmartin@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.
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Junior Ivan Gutierrez Steps up to assist
Cougars with two game-winning goals
KENDRA MARTIN

Alestle Reporter

Junior computer management and
information systems major Yaincy Ivan
Gutierrez has had an eventful season perhap. one of his shiqing moments was
during a game against Drake University
Oct. 24, when in double overtime he was
able to lead his team to a win with the
game-winning goal to bring the game to
a 3-2 end.
Gutierrez is originally from Miami,
Fla. and he is a wide mid.fielder for the
men's soccer team. He used to play for
the University of Louisville's soccer team
before being recruited by and transferring
to SIUE.
Gutierrez said he was first introduced
to soccer when he was a child still living in
Miami at the time.
"When I got first interested in soccer,
I was 6 years old," Gutierrez said. "My
dad took me to see a game in Miami at
Dolphin Stadiwn, and it was Barcelona
playing, o that's when I knew that that's
what I want to do."
Gutierrez said since that game, he has
continued to play soccer through middle
school, high school and now college. He
credits a lot of his success to hi family and
friends.
"I think the most important -thing in
life is family. They always have your back,"
Gutierrez said. "They always support you;
they always encourage you. I think that's
the most important, but also friends [are
important]. Sometimes you have to [have]
friends that are with you through the good
times and the bad times."
Gutierrez said playing
for SIDE has been an
amazing experience and
he has great respect and
admiration for his teammates.
"Our team here is
very close and family oriented," Gutierrez said. "Everybody just gets along very
well, which is good."
"I definitely look up to
professional players such as
Cristiano Ronaldo and Lionel
Messi," Gutierrez said. "I try
to imitate what they do on the
field."
In the game against Drake
University, the Cougars had trouble
in the beginning, but were able
to make a strong comeback in
the second half and win in
double overtime.
"I think we've
done
really good.
We started off a little
shaky, but we found
our form," Gutierrez
said. "We've came to- gether
as a group and decided to get
better and to go at it and try
to win as many games as we
can. I think where I am right
now, it wouldn't have
been done without my
teammates."
Gutierrez
said
with the help of his
teammates and realizing they wanted the
game more than usual
despite their shaky beginning, he said he felt
encouraged when
the team was able
to push through
and come out with
awrn.
"I found that
in the beginning
we were a little
bit off," Gutierrez said. "But
the second half at the end, we
owned that half, and we wanted it more.
When it came to overtime, it was time to
decide that this our time and our game.
We had some p ~ good and tough moments in the game.

Gutierrez said securing the Cougar's
victory with a final goal against Drake
University was definitely a highlight for
him during the season.
"It was a nice feeling to score the
game-winning goal, having your team mates behind you working hard and having your back," Gutierrez said.
Head Coach Mario Sanchez said the
game was not only an important moment
for Gutierrez but for the entire team as
well.
"It was not only good for Ivan but
[also] good for the team as a whole," Sanchez said. "It shows that we can make hig
plays and win big games."
Gutierrez said during this season, one
of the memorable moments was definitely
the game against Drake University Oct.
24.
"The past game against Drake was
definitely a standout moment," Gutierrez
said. "We were losing 1-0 in the fir\t half,
and we just came back. The result at the
end of the game was 2-2, and I give credit
to my team because we never give up."
Even though he is only a junior in college, Gutierrez said he has a lot of goals set
for himself once he graduates.
"My first goal is to win a national
championship. I want to keep playing soccer and win a conference," Gutierrez said.
"That's what I want to do, and that was
the first thing I [wanted] to do, and to also
just be successful."
Gutierrez said his teammates are the
best part of his athletic career since his
transfer to SIUE.
"The players are the best part," Gutierrez said. "We're more connected. It's like
a family, I think. Everybody likes each
other; everybody connects with each other. We all have chemistry, and that's important."
Since playing for SIDE, Gutierrez
obtained the recognition of Missouri
Valley Conference Player
of the Week, which means
he was best offensive player
of the conference.
Sanchez
said it has been
a pleasure to
coach Gutierrez
and has seen a
lot of growth
in Gutierrez as
a player.
''Ivan is a
winner," Sanchez said. "He
has
Ve"C);
competitive
[nature]
and
has high expectations for
himself and the
team. He really
pushed himself and
the team forward and
1t'>.P."' we [have] seen thaf
"o""0 [in] a lot of the games we
'-0 .:.'0 ~
had. The bigger the game,
. 0 ~-0"'the more he stepped into
~.:.~'<1-0~
a leadership position in not only
words, but in actions [as well]."
When Gutierrez was at the U niversity of Louisville, Sanchez was the assistant coach. When Sanchez obtained the
head coach position at SIUE, Gutierrez
said he decided to transfer because the
team felt different without Sanchez.
"He is great to be around," Sanchez
said. "He is always working hard, he
is honest, and he is always trying to
improve [himself] and the team . He's
an all around top player."
Sanchez said he sees a lot of great
things for Gutierrez in the future.
"I know that he has done well
academically, and he has a great work
ethic," Sanchez said. "As long as he
continues to develop, the sky is the limit
for him."

a

Kendra Mortin con be reached at
kmortin@olestlelive.com or 650-3525.
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Ivan Gutierrez is a junior midfielder from Mia mi, Fla . w ho transferred to SIUE after playing
soccer for the University of Louisville.
I Brian Munoz/ Ales tie
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The bigger the game, the more [Gutierrez]
has stepped into a leadership position in not
only words, but in actions [as well].
Mario Sanche,
SIUE Men's Soccer Head Coa cr

Player Rundown
H: 5'10''
W: 143 lbs
Pos: Midfield
Shots: 21
Goals: 3
Assists: 4
Game-winning
goals: 2
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Head Coach Paula Buscher speaks to the players during the team's home game against Tru m an on Friday, Nov. 6.

Christian K. Lee/Alestle

Shronda Butts scores 24 a s SIUE tames Bulldogs
KYLE STEPP
Alestle Reporter

The women's basketball team bested
Truman State University on Friday, Nov. 6
at the Vadalabene Center.
Shronda Butts, recently awarded Ohio
Valley Conference Preseason Player of the
Year, scored a game high of 24 points,
which helped the Cougars defeat Truman
in their final exhibition game of the 2015
preseason. Butts also contributed six rebounds, five assists and four steals while
shooting 10 of 14 from the field and 100
percent from behind the arc in 33 minutes
of play.
Butts said her success, and the success
of the team, came from her teammates and
their strong court awareness.
"My teammates did a great job all
~e. I didn't need to get aggressive early
1n the game not until the second half
because our inside game was working for
us in the first half. But when I did get aggressive, my teammates were able to get

me open for scoring opportunities," Butts Cougars held their lead to finish the game
with a 67-60 win o ver the Bulldogs.
said.
Forward Micah Jones was the only
Cougar starters accounted for 52 of
other Cougar in double digits, with 13 their 67 po ints. Coco Moore, White and
points in the first half before exiting the Adams all scored eight points and racked
up 25 rebounds between the three of
game in the second quarter due to injury.
Head Coach Paula Buscher said Jones them. Jones and guard Amri Wilder were
played a great game, despite playing only the only players who scored points off the
15 minutes. Buscher also said guard Lau- bench.
ren White and forward Gwen Adams were
Buscher said she is not worried about
the low scoring of the Cougar bench this
crucial in the Cougars' exhibition victory.
"Micah Jones played very well. She early in the season.
came off the bench and scored 13 points
"Our bench will definitely be a strong
in only 15 minutes. Lauren White played aspect of our game. The girls will get more
a nice floor game while igniting the team comfortable when they play more minon the defensive end; [White] is also ex- utes and we find strong combinations,"
tremely quick. Gwen Adams played a nice Buscher said.
Butts said the Cougars looked strong,
inside game that will help us down the
but there are always aspects of the game
road," Buscher said.
The Cougars had an eight point lead that can be improved.
" We came together in the first half and
after the first quarter, and Truman cut the
played great defense. The team has a great
deficit to six by the end of the first half.
SIDE opened the second half with a . chemis~ that keeps our defense strong,
9-0 run, racing to a 17-point lead. The but we can always improve. After watch-

Senior guard Shronda Butts guards an offensive player during a home exhibition game
against Truman State on Friday, Nov. 6.
I Christian K. Lee/Alestle

ing film, we saw some flaws in our defense
that we plan to improve on before our two
games this weekend," Butts said.
Buscher also said the Cougars will
work on their defense while controlling
the speed of the game.
"We watched film and decided we
need to work on our defense and pursuing
on offense. [White] controlled the tempo
and played with great speed on the defensive end. We have to start controlling the
tempo and runs during the game, but we
played well this game. I liked the combinations and the way our team played. Coaches and players were all on the same page
and the final score showed that," Buscher
said.
The Cougars play Northern Illinois
University at 5:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 13 at
the Vadalabene Center. SIDE will travel to
Macomb on Sunday, Nov. 15 to take on
Western Illinois University.
Kyle Stepp can be reached at
kstepp@alestlelive .com or 650-3525.

Senior Guard CoCo Moore struggles to hold on to the ball while Truman defensive players
attempt to take It.
I Christian K. Lee/ Alestle
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Harris picks up first win as head coach
-

KYLE STEPP
Alestle Reporter

The men's basketball team eased
through its preseason game against the
Fontbonne University Griffins, winning
80-48, in the men's only exhibition game
of their 2015-16 season on Monday, Nov.
9 at the Vadalabene Center.
The Griffins are a Division ill school
and compete in the St. Louis Intercollegiate Athletic Conference. The game was
the first meeting between the schools and
also the first game for Edwardsville native
and new head coach Jon Harris.
The Cougars have added eight new
names to their roster and are looking to
find perfect combinations and lineups after losing all five starters from last season.

''

picked up at least two fouls in the first half,
which the Cougars took advantage of with
10 free throws in the first half.
The Cougars capped off the first half
with a jumper, steal and emphatic slam
dunk by Henry followed by an acrobatic
reverse layup by Carr. At the end of the
first period, Harris and the Cougars
walked into the locker room with a comfortable 44-17 lead.
Anderson was the rebound leader of
the half, pulling down seven of the Cougars' 25 rebounds. Makanjuola led both
teams at halftime with nine points.
The Cougars came out of halftime
with relentless defense and continuous offense, which helped them maintain and .
build upon their lead. Afrer a poor threepoint performance in the first half, the

Everyone on this team can come out and produce. We're not really concerned with who is
starting or not. Our guys come in and get the
job done.
C.J. Carr
Sophomore guard

Against the Griffins, SIUE started the
combination of junior guard Burak Eslik, sophomore guard C.J. Carr, freshman
guard Carlos Anderson, graduate student
forward Yemi Makanjuola and sophomore
forward J alen Henry.
Carr said the new lineup fits the team
well, but the team is focusing on performance rather than who is on the floor for
the opening jump.
"Everyone on this team can come out
and produce. We're not really concerned
with who is starting or not. Our guys
come in and get the job done," Carr said.
Despite a weak inside defense in the
first half, the Cougars were able to maintain strong offense at the foul line and
in the post. All five Fontbonne starters

Cougars shot nearly 30 percent from behind the half arc in the second half.
Fontbonne looked to make a run in
the second half with a succession of three
point baskets, but were soon shut down by
SIUE's strong second-half defense.
SIUE ended its rout of the Griffins
with only four turnovers compared to
Fontbonne's 18, and the Cougars' starters
outscored Fontbonne starters 54-29.
Harris said he was pleased with the
overall play from his team, but there are aspects of the game he would like to improve
on before the Cougars open their regular
season on Nov. 13.
·
"We did have dips in our defense,
maybe five or six minutes in the beginning
of each half, but overall the defensive effort

Senior guard Connor Wheeler shoots over a Fontbonne guard Gentry during an exhibition
home game Monday, Nov. 9, 2015.
I Christian K. Lee/Alestle

and the intensity was there. We were aggressive, and that is what we like to see on
the defensive end," Harris said. "We need
to improve our rebounding. A team has to
be able to defend and rebound at a high
level to have success. We have a big team
so the capacity is there. We out-rebounded
Fontbonne by nine. I was a little disappointed with that number, but we will address rebounding first and foremost."
SIUE will look to improve upon their

12-16 overall record and an 8-8 divisio n
record in the 2014 season, which were
both program highs since joining Division
I play.
The Cougars will open regular season
play at 8 p.m. Friday, Nov. 13 at the Vad.1labene Center against the Arkansas State
Red Wolves.
Kyle Stepp can be reached at
kstepp@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.

Wrestling's grand opening: Cougars see three
first-place finishes at Grand View Open
DANI WILSON
Alestle Sports Editor

SIUE's wrestlers competed Saturday,
Nov. 7 at the Grand View Open in Des
Moines, Iowa and came away with three
titles and saw a number of other placing
competitors.
Head Coach Jeremy Spates said the
weekend gave the Cougars a solid start
with room for improvement as the season
progresses.
"It was a little good, a little bad. For
the first tournament of the year, it was
good for us. We were able to have some
good wins; we came away with three guys
with titles and a number of place winners.
That's always a good thing. I also saw a
lot of things I think we could work on,"
Spates said.
First place finishers were sophomore
John Fahy competing in the 149-pound
open weight class, senior Jake Residori
competing unattached at 174 and junior Jake Tindle at 197. Assistant Coach
Tommy Owen said the three held up well
against the challenging competition.
'½11 three of them had really good performances all day and wrestled well. Some
[had] tough competition, but it was fun to
see them get out on the mat and wrestle. It
was the first time we've seen Fahy wrestle,
[so] to see what he's capable of doing was
really exciting," Owen said.
Owen said Tindle, a returning national qualifier, is starting the season strong
after a successful sophomore year.
"Tindle is wrestling as [well] as we've
ever seen him. He really used the momentum from making the national tournament
and winning the conference last year. It
looks like he hasn't missed a beat," Owen
said.

SIUE also saw three second place
wrestlers including senior Chris Johnson
in the heavyweight open, senior Derek
Nagel at 184 and freshman Troy Gassaway
at 125.
Owen said Johnson was taken out in
the last moments of the finals by a tough
battle with his opponent.
"[Johnson] had a really good day;
he had to come from behind to win the
semifinals, wrestled a couple really tough
heavyweights and didn't come out on top
early in the finals," Owen said. "I think we
saw his best wrestling early in the tournament, and there was one big scramble in
the match that changed the whole momentum of the match."
According to Owen, the tournament
reflected how the team will train as the

''

how they're using the technique that we're
[showing them]."
Something Owen said he recognized
was working on more conditioning with
some of the athletes.
"We had some guys do great in the
.third period and other guys who really
struggled," Owen said.
Another focal point, according to
Owen, was competing from the bottom
position for the SIUE wrestlers.
"We've got to get off the bottom. We
really struggled in the bottom position. If
one area actually cost us matches, I would
say it's the bottom position," Owen said.
·"Especially with our freshman - we had
four wrestlers [compete] in the freshman
division and all of them did well, but all of
them probably lost because they couldn't

We talk a lot about competing from whistle to
whistle, competing the whole match, and for
the most part we did that.
Jeremy Spates
SIUE Wrestling Head Coach

season continues as well as the way the
wrestlers will implement what they have
learned in practices so far.
"With some guys, it looks like we
need some extra conditioning. With other guys, we need a little bit of technique.
Some guys are wrestling really well, so it
reflects in all areas. When we haven't competed, we really didn't have anything to go
off of. Now, we have a huge sample size,"
Owen said. "It is the first tournament of
the year, so you expect guys not to be at
their best. Overall, it's really good to see

get away from the bottom in the matches
they lost."
Spates said the athletes also struggled
with finishing takedowns to secure more
points as they compete in matches.
"We were getting to the legs a number of times . . . but we've got to secure
the takedown. A lot of times we were very
close to scoring points, but you need to
score points to win matches," Spates said.
However, Owen said he saw a major
positive point for the athletes in the way
they supported and encouraged one an-

other throughout the tournament.
'1\.5 a team, we had a really good
effort and a lot of energy. [We saw] the
guys engage with their teammates and
cheering each other on . . . it looked like
we had good team camaraderie," Owen
said .
According to Spates, the team's work
ethic proved to be solid in showing good
effort throughout the whole competition.
"We talk a lot about competing from
whistle to whistle, competing the whole
match, and for the most part we did that.
We have a few guys we need to get in
a little bit better shape, but overall we
could see they were trying to do some
of the things we had been working on,"
Spates said.
The Grand View Open, according
to Spates, provided reference points for
training and for the athletes to gain encouragement as they continue their competition this winter.
"It was a good opener for us. We won
a lot of matches, but we also lost some.
We have areas now that we can work on.
I think this gives us a good base," Spates
said. ''I think a lot of guys needed a little
bit of confidence to start out the season,
so getting some wins will do that. It was
a good indicator of where we're at and
what we need to work on to get where
we want to go."
The Cougars will travel to University
of Illinois Champaign-Urbana on Sunday, Nov. 15 to compete against U ofl as
well as Arizona State University.

Dani Wilson can be reached at
dwilson@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.

ALESTLE

CLASSIFIEDS
GIVE YOU MORE
Place your classified ad
at a time convenient for you
using our easy and secure
online interface at:
alestlel ive .com/classifieds
Deadlines:
By noon Sunday for '' ·1dnesday issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com
Alestle Office Hours:
MUC 2022
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

-HELP WANTED
Batteries Plus Bulbs
Now Hiring
Batteries Plus Bulbs in Glen
Carbon is now excepting applications for a part time sales
associate position. Experience not necessary, however
a basic knowledge of electronics would be beneficial.
Please no phone calls
applicants should
apply in person.
Our address is
3755 South State Route 159,
across the street from Walmart.
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FOR RENT
SMOKE-FREE
2 Bedroom 1.5 Bath Townhomes
$695 mo. includes washer/dryer in
.unit, water, sewer and trash service.
No pets. No smoking. On-site owner.
www.fairway-estates.net
618-931-4700
Email
srise1@charter.net
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Are you outgoing, personable, reliable
and a highly motivated person?
Want to make commission and want to
gain va luab le work experience ?
Come to Our Office to Apply!
Morris University Center
Second Floor Room 2022

